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General Information 

 

Warminster School has a vibrant and diverse Sixth Form community.  Boarding pupils live in 

Stratton, St. Denys or St. Boniface House, where all Upper Sixth and the majority of Lower 

Sixth have individual study-bedrooms.  An increasing number of day pupils choose to become 

boarders for their Sixth Form career in preparation for university and college life.  The Sixth 

Form at Warminster School is seen by many parents as the ideal place for their son or 

daughter to spend the transition years between the very structured GCSE courses and the 

freedom of university life.   

 

Studying towards an International Baccalaureate Diploma or a demanding A Level programme 

is very different from GCSEs.  Through the house and tutorial system, staff help to ensure 

that all our pupils are guided in making that transition effectively.  Pupils are encouraged to 

embrace all that the Sixth Form has to offer, both inside and outside the classroom.  All pupils 

are allocated a Personal Tutor, who is responsible for their academic and social well-being 
during the whole of their Sixth Form career. Tutors have regular meetings with their tutees, 

and work closely with the Head of Sixth Form and their respective Head of House to ensure 

that all Sixth Form pupils are appropriately supported during their time here. 

 

In September 2020, Sixth Form pupils have had the use of a newly refurbished Sixth Form 

Centre, Townroe Lodge, which the School has fully refurbished. Facilities include numerous 

social spaces, a kitchen and numerous study rooms each with a different feel and focus; 

individual study, group work and computer rooms. 

 

 

Sixth Form Ethos  

 

In order to support the School's aims, we provide a curriculum that builds on GCSEs and 

provides the springboard for further study at University or College, as well as offering 

opportunities for the development of the transferable skills needed in the workplace. Higher 

Education and Careers advice are a major priority, but so too are the transferable skills which 

all pupils will need to succeed, not just at university but in the competitive world beyond. 

 

Many departments at Warminster arrange trips to lectures, plays, films or exhibitions and 

galleries. We believe that these visits provide extra stimulation and experience for all the 

pupils and we encourage as many pupils to go on them as possible.  

 

General Education 

 

At Warminster School we are keen to ensure that the narrow specialisation of some courses 

is counter-balanced by a broader general education programme. This provides our pupils with 

the opportunity to develop their talents further, and broaden their perspective of life beyond 

school. 

 

The importance of personal fitness and health is recognised by all. We provide the opportunity 

for pupils to experience new sporting activities, alongside the more traditional sports. Sixth 

Formers obviously make an important contribution to School teams in all the major sports. 

They have the chance to develop their leadership potential, and their ability to work as part 

of a team by taking part in competitive sport. Many of our pupils play representative sport for 

Wiltshire.  
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Sixth Form Enrichment 

 

All Sixth Form pupils participate in a dedicated Enrichment Programme. The purpose of this 

is to help pupils make the transition from relative dependence to increasing independence, to 

take greater responsibility for their own academic and personal progress, and to be proactive 

in seeking out the right opportunities in the world of higher education and the world of work. 

We want our pupils to be equipped to not just cope with, but also thrive in, these challenging 

worlds.  

 

Through the Enrichment Programme, Sixth Form pupils develop independence, character, 

emotional intelligence, self-awareness and personal values, helping them to embrace 

challenges and to push themselves to realise their full potential. We also want our pupils to 

display self-resilience, self-confidence, and self-belief, and the Enrichment Programme provides 

a wide range of activities and skills-based events to develop these attributes. 

 
The Enrichment Programme comprises a number of different facets, including a dedicated 

Sixth Form Lecture Programme, Careers and Higher Education talks, invited guest speakers 

discussing issues ranging from adventure and exploration to environmental and political issues, 

as well as community engagement and volunteering activities. Pupils also take part in a series 

of peer-led mentoring activities, and in the School’s Activity programme. This involvement 

teaches pupils essential skills such as teamwork, how to study effectively, how to present and 

how to communicate, as well as how to self-manage. A key part of the Enrichment Programme 

is teaching essential life skills beyond the academic. The intention is that our pupils learn to 

display self-confidence and self-reliance, and are equipped with expert, up-to-date knowledge 

about how to cope with life after Warminster School.  
 

Co-Curricular and Out of School Activities 

 

An extensive co-curricular programme exists for Sixth Form pupils. Universities and 

employers look favourably upon candidates who have experienced a variety of activities 

outside the classroom. We encourage many of our Sixth Formers to take part in Public 

Speaking and Debating competitions, both in School, the local community and nationally. We 

also participate annually in the Model United Nations Conference in Bath. The thriving CCF 

and the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme both rely heavily on the input of our Sixth Form. 

Many outdoor and adventure training activities have taken place in recent years including 

adventure trips to Morocco and Tanzania.  There is a wide programme of activities on offer 

at the School in which Sixth Formers play an active part. 
 

IB pupils are also required to complete CAS (Creativity, Activity and Service) as part of their 

course, to enhance their personal and interpersonal development by learning through 

experience. It provides opportunities for self-determination and collaboration with others, 

fostering a sense of accomplishment and enjoyment from their work. 

 

Leadership Opportunities  

 

We strongly encourage all pupils to take on a position of responsibility at some stage of their 

Sixth Form career. There is a team of School Prefects, led by the Head Boy and Head Girl, 

who assist the Headmaster and Deputy Head in the day to day running of the School. Each 

Boarding and Day House has its own Prefects. Both groups are heavily involved in House 

activities and the development of community spirit. Sixth Formers conduct parent tours and 
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assist with other activities. The Prefect Team assists the Deputy Head of Sixth Form in 

organizing social events including dinners and dances. Many Sixth Formers hold senior ranks 

in the Combined Cadet Force (CCF) and embark on the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award. 

 

International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme 

 

The International Baccalaureate Diploma allows pupils to maintain a breadth to their 

curriculum studies and follow courses in their native tongue (Group 1), a second language 

(which may be selected from Group 1 or Group 2), a humanity, a science and mathematics. 

There is also the option of studying an arts subject or a second humanity, science or additional 

language. The personalised course therefore consists of six subject areas together with three 

Core subjects. The subjects offered can be shown on the ‘IB Circle’. Prospective IB pupils are 

guided through the availability and selection of subjects by an IB specialist, usually the IB 

Coordinator or Admissions Officer. The diagram below illustrates the curriculum areas 

typically included in the IB Diploma (please note that exact subject availability varies year on 
year): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

* These subjects are dependent on numbers 

** These subjects are via an online learning platform 

 

English A Literature 

German A Literature 

Self-Taught 

Mother-Tongue A Literature 

Economics 

Geography 

History 

Psychology** 

Business Management** 

Philosophy** 

IT in a Global Society** 

French B 

Spanish B 

Spanish ab initio 

French ab initio** 

Mandarin ab initio** 

 

Biology 

Chemistry 

Physics 

Visual Arts 

Theatre* 

Film** 

(or elective subjects) 

 

Mathematics: 

Applications & Interpretation 

or Analysis & Approaches 
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During the subject selection process, applicants choose three subjects at Standard Level and 

three at Higher Level. All subjects are studied throughout the course and are examined in the 

final term. In most subjects there are also coursework tasks ranging from oral exams to 

project work. The three additional Core subjects (TOK, EE, CAS) are essential to the 

Diploma and contribute significantly to the respect which the qualification is afforded. Some 

language courses are subject to availability. 

 

The Extended Essay (EE) 

 

Pupils are given the opportunity to practise skills required at University by completing a piece 

of independent research on a subject of their choice. The review of their research is 

summarised in a document of 4,000 words, presented in the style of an academic dissertation. 

Pupils are allocated a personal supervisor who advises them on how to conduct their research 

and produce their Essay. The Essay is started in the Spring Term of the Lower Sixth and is 

finished in the Winter Term of the Upper Sixth. 
 

The Theory of Knowledge (TOK) 

 

Pupils follow a course of critical thinking which encourages questions about the origins and 

the basis of knowledge, challenges passive acceptance of facts and promotes active 

participation and develops lateral thinking and an appreciation of cultural diversity.  The course 

is designed to assist the development and understanding of each subject discipline. The course 

is assessed by one essay of 1600 words and an oral presentation. 

 

Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS) 

 

The three strands of CAS, which are often interwoven with particular activities, are 

characterized as follows: 

 
• Creativity – arts, and other experiences that involve creative thinking. 

• Activity – physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle, complementing academic work 

elsewhere in the DP. 

• Service – a voluntary exchange that has a learning benefit for the pupil.  

 

In order to demonstrate these concepts, students are required to undertake a CAS Project. 

The project challenges students to: 
• show initiative 

• demonstrate perseverance 

• develop skills such as collaboration, problem solving and decision making. 

 

Summary for IB Diploma 

 

• Three subjects are taken at Higher Level 

• Three subjects are taken at Standard Level 

• Seven points are available for each subject (7 = highest, 1 = lowest) 

• CAS, TOK and EE components (max of 3 points awarded in total) 

• Total of 45 points available  
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Diploma qualification criteria 

 

To obtain the IB Diploma, pupils must fulfil the course requirements, which include gaining a 

minimum of 24 points, and complete the Core Subject requirements. Pupils are guided 

through these requirements as the course progresses. 

 

International Baccalaureate Career-Related Programme 

 

The IBCP is a post-16 qualification which incorporates the values of the IB into a unique 

programme addressing the needs of pupils engaged in career-related education. The 

programme leads to further/higher education, apprenticeships or employment. Pupils 

undertake academic study through IB Diploma Programme subjects, accredited career-related 

learning, and through the IBCP core ‘learn how to learn’ and engage with real-world issues. 

The course also includes a substantial amount of work experience in a career-related place 

of work. The IBCP Core, good performance in two Diploma Programme subjects and in the 

Career-Related study combined can yield the equivalent of BBB at A Level. 

IBCP pupils are in the same Diploma Programme classes as IBDP (Diploma Programme) pupils, 

promoting collaboration and the sharing of ideas. The IBCP is increasingly well-regarded by 

universities, including—among many others—Kent, Canterbury Christ Church, Brighton, and 

UWE. The IBCP provides the required mixture of academic, personal and career-related 

development to prepare pupils for a fast-paced, ever-changing world which values work 

experience more than ever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE 

Personal and Professional Skills       Reflective Project       

  

Service Learning                    Language Development 

CAREER-RELATED STUDY 

(one of the following Cambridge Technical Level 3 qualifications) 

Business          Sport and Physical Activity 

     

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 

    DofE         Arts Awards                    Sports leadership  

 

IB DIPLOMA PROGRAMME SUBJECTS 

 

Between two and four from the list of subjects on offer 
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Guidance with making your choice 

 

Choosing your IB subjects can be daunting but if you have a clear idea of what is involved in 

each subject in terms of content, structure and approach, the choice can become easier. 

 

There are some guidelines which you ought to keep in mind when selecting the subjects which 

will be the central part of your Sixth Form studies. 

 

• You should have some ability in the subject as well as some interest in it. 

• If you choose IB you should be anticipating at least a Level 6 (Or B grade) in English, 

Languages, Science and Mathematics at GCSE. 

• If you are thinking of going on to University you should be aware that there are often 

particular qualifications or combinations of subjects required for particular degree 

courses. 

 

This prospectus contains descriptions of all the subjects available at Warminster written by 

the relevant Heads of Department. The aim of these is to give you some idea of what it is like 

to follow those subjects at IB and if it might interest and stimulate you. In nearly every subject 

the approach in the Sixth Form is very different from what you have been used to at GCSE 

and in many cases the content is markedly different as well. You should nevertheless use your 

knowledge of the corresponding GCSE course to help you make up your mind. You should 

also talk to the Head of Sixth Form, IB Coordinator, your Tutor, your subject teachers and 

possibly fellow students who are already in the Sixth Form before coming to any final decision. 

 

Courses in the IB for which no prior study is required include Spanish Ab Initio, Economics, 

History and Geography. 

 

 

Preparation for Higher Education and Careers Advice 

 

In recent years, nearly all of our Upper Sixth pupils have moved into Higher Education on 

leaving Warminster School, with 95% of leavers gaining a place at their first choice university 

in September 2020. The Sixth Form team offers excellent support to our pupils, whether they 

intend to go on to Higher Education or wish to start a career immediately upon leaving school.  

 

Presentations on University and other Higher Education programmes are offered to pupils 

and parents during the Summer Term of the Lower Sixth. At the end of the Lower Sixth 

planning for University application is helped through a series of one-to-one interviews with 

the Head and Deputy Head of Sixth Form, Tutors and the Careers Department. 

 
Pupils have unlimited access to the well-stocked Careers Room, which has good computer 

facilities providing a number of interactive Careers and Higher Education Course databases. 

Pupils may make appointments to see the Careers staff from the School at any time during 

their two years in the Sixth Form. 

 

There is also dedicated programmes available to those applying for Oxbridge, Medical and 

Veterinary courses. 
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Sixth Form Scholarships and Awards 

 

We offer a number of scholarships to pupils who display high academic ability and potential. 

Awards are also available to those who excel in particular areas of School life, such as Art, 

Drama, Sport or Music. We expect internal candidates to have shown the potential to achieve 

Grade A or above in all their GCSE subjects. Grants can sometimes be made from the Bursary 

Fund, subject to family circumstances and a means test.  

 

Applications for Bursaries should be made to the Headmaster. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

We strongly believe that Warminster School's Sixth Form has a great deal to offer its pupils, 

bringing together the benefits of its size, opportunities for all individuals to excel, the wide 
diversity of experience that a residential campus can offer to both day and boarding pupils, 

and unsurpassed support by a caring and experienced staff. 

 

If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

 

Mr Mark Sully   Deputy Head (Academic) 

Mrs Gill Walmsley  Head of Sixth Form 

Dr M Martin       IB Co-ordinator         

  

September 2020 
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English Literature A (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Essential in both Language and Literature 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

5/6 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

You will need to enjoy reading and be capable of reading independently as well as in class; you 

need to be willing to engage with both the set texts that will be studied and with some 

challenging critical, secondary material. An open mind, and a willingness to develop and 

express your views on texts and the issues raised by them is very important.  

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

You will, of course, learn much about the set texts studied for A Level and about the 

differences between texts that have been written in different genres and produced at different 

times. Every member of staff in the department is passionate about literature and you will 

benefit from their enthusiasm and knowledge. More fundamentally, however, you will learn 

how to read and how to write: how to read critically and imaginatively and how to write with 

precision and in a critical style. You will develop skills of argumentation, and will learn how to 

analyse and evaluate writers’ choices, as well as how to compare and contrast texts and ideas. 

Along the way, you will study the context in which texts are produced and consumed and 

how social, historical and cultural factors influence the choices that writers make. English will 
help you develop important study skills, such as good organisational habits, effective time 

management and the ability to work independently. Crucially, it should enable you to grow in 

confidence as you practise expressing your views in a safe and supportive classroom 

environment, and listening to and building upon the views of others. Hopefully, you will also 

develop an enquiring mind and a lifelong love of literature! 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

English provides many opportunities to work both independently and collaboratively so will 

suit a wide range of different learning styles. This course is suitable for students who enjoy 

reading, literature, and debate, and who enjoy grappling with sometimes complex ideas. This 

course will also appeal to you if you enjoy finding out more about the historical, social and 

cultural contexts in which texts are read and produced. You need to be willing to have a go, 

to argue your case, and perhaps even to challenge accepted or conventional views – in short, 

to contribute fully to the life of the class. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

13 texts to be studied at Higher Level and 9 at Standard Level 

• a minimum of 5 works must have been originally written in the language studied, i.e. 

English for Higher Level and 4 for Standard 

• A minimum of 4 works must be in translation; 3 for Standard 

• 4 texts can be chosen freely at Higher; 2 at Standard. 

Works must cover 4 literary forms, (such as prose, plays, poetry and non-fiction), and cover 

3 different periods of time and 4 different places. 4 different forms are covered for Standard. 
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The areas of study are:  

Readers, Writers and Texts 

Time and Space 

Intertextuality: connecting texts 

 

Assessment 

Higher Level Paper 1 is a guided literary analysis, there will be two passages from two literary 

forms, each accompanied by a question. Write an analyse of each of the passages. 

For Standard Level, pupils choose one of the extracts to analyse. 

Paper 2 is a comparative essay and the paper consists of 4 questions. Choose one question 

and write a comparative essay based on two works you have studied. It is the same for both 

Higher and Standard. 

Higher Level only: an essay of 1200 to 1500 words on one work studied in the 

course. 

Individual oral 
Supported by an extract from a work originally written in English and one from a work in 

translation, offer a response to the prompt: “Examine the ways in which the global issue of 

your choice is presented through the content and form of two works that you have studied.” 

Students will also be expected to keep a portfolio of their work which is not marked, but may 

be used as a resource. 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Studying English Literature opens many doors and closes very few - it is a challenging and 

academically rigorous subject and is highly regarded by universities. Obviously, you could 

study English Literature at university, but the subject will also prove invaluable should you go 

on to study courses such as History, Law, or Politics – any subject, really, which requires you 

to demonstrate skills of analysis and argumentation and a fluent writing style. Some students 

of English work in journalism or the media, but also in government and the civil service, 

culture, including museum and gallery work, or librarianship. Should you choose to go to 

university, you could later undertake postgraduate work in any number of different areas.  

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Parrack or Miss Croot 
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German A Literature (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

As Warminster School usually has a strong intake of ambitious German native speakers, we 

offer a Higher and Standard Level German A Literature course.  

This is a literature course, taught in German, in which pupils will focus on adopting a variety 

of approaches to textual criticism. Pupils explore the nature of literature, the aesthetic 

function of literary language and textuality, and the relationship between literature and the 

world.  

The German A: Literature course explores elements of language, literature and performance 

and focuses on:  

• the relationships between readers, writers and texts  

• the range and functions of texts across geographical space and historical time  

• aspects of intertextuality 

What will I learn on this International Baccalaureate course? 

The learner portfolio  

The learner portfolio is a central element of the German A: literature course and is 

mandatory for all students. It is an individual collection of student work compiled during the 

two years of the course.  

The work carried out for the learner portfolio forms the basis of preparation for the 

assessment, although the portfolio itself will not usually be directly assessed or moderated 

by the IB. However, it is a fundamental element of the course, providing evidence of the 

student’s work and a reflection of his or her preparation for the assessment components. 

Schools may be required to submit these learner portfolios. 
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The distinction between Higher Level (HL) and Standard Level (SL) is as follows:

 

In addition to the above, both SL and HL pupils will have a Paper 2 (External Assessment - 

end of course exam) on comparative literature. 
  
What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

If you are a native language German speaker and you have no other language that you want 

to study in the obligatory “Language A (native language)” category, then this is the course for 

you.   

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

The syllabus of this course has been re-designed and the first assessment will take place in May 2021. 

The assessment in German A: Literature looks as follows: 
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Standard Level Assessment 

 

 
 

Higher Level Assessment 

 
 
 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

After the course, you will have developed the skills of analysis and succinct explanation and 

justification of opinions of a text; this will be invaluable in areas of work where reports and 

presentations have to be evaluated or created. 
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You will also have acquired a greater understanding of your own language as it has been used 

across time and various German-speaking countries, and should be able to use much of that 

language at university and in the workplace.  

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Coldwell or our German literature 

teacher. 
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French B (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

7 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

The French B course is designed for non-native-speaking students with 2-5 years’ previous 

experience of learning French, and aims to help foreign language learners become better able 

to use that language in different contexts and for different purposes.   

The main focus of the course is on language acquisition and on the development of the 

productive and receptive skills of speaking, writing, listening and reading in the context of a 

wide range of topics related to the culture and society of France and other French-speaking 

countries. 

 

Students who have already experienced learning the language at GCSE /IGCSE level, and who 

wish to continue their language studies at university or for a career, will want to study Higher 

Level.  Usually students taking Standard Level will either have found French more challenging 

than those taking it at Higher Level, or will be wanting to study other subjects at university 

and therefore French only needs to be Standard Level.  At Standard Level the language is 

slightly less sophisticated and the vocabulary is less extensive than at Higher Level.  

The topics studied are the same at both Standard and Higher level, including topics such as 
identities, experiences, human ingenuity, social organization and sharing the planet.  

 

What will I learn on this course? 

Intercultural understanding 

 

The purpose of this course is both language acquisition and intercultural awareness. Beyond 

understanding and using the language in many different contexts, you will develop your 

intercultural understanding and acquire a great set of transferable skills, such as learning to 

work with complex (linguistic) systems.  

Through the study of texts and social interaction, you will increase your awareness and 

appreciation of the different perspectives of people from other cultures. Getting to know 

other languages and cultures also unlocks new perspectives beyond your own. The skills you 

pick up will open doors to further study and work opportunities. Language skills are highly 

sought after both by universities and employers and are a great asset in fields ranging from 

Arts to Law, from Business to Science, from History to Engineering.  

After the course, you might find yourself using foreign language sources for your university 

essays, giving presentations to international business partners or impressing friends with your 

intercultural knowledge and sensibility. Previous students have studied abroad, and some have 

gone on to take up international law or language degrees.  

 

Conceptual understanding is key to IB language B as you will be asked to consider five 

concepts throughout the course: Audience, Context, Purpose, Meaning and Variation. You 

will learn to recognise how these concepts shape any written and/or spoken piece, and 

demonstrate your understanding of different concepts when determining the overall purpose 

of a text, for example, or choosing a text type to respond to a written production prompt.   
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What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

If you are taking the full Diploma Programme, you have to study a “Language B (learned 

language)”.  If you are interested in languages and communication, and you enjoy learning 

about other cultures and ways of life, then this IB course could be suitable for you. Similarly, 

if you are interested in the business world, in travel or tourism, in literature, or in journalism 

and the media, then you are also likely to find the course appropriate. There is a number of 

options in the course where you can choose your topic or question to suit your interests. 

You will also develop your analytical skills. Whether you want to use languages for work, for 

further study, training, or for leisure, this course will equip you with the necessary skills and 

knowledge.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Students will be assessed both internally and externally. At both Higher and Standard Level, 

the internal assessment represents 25% of the final mark. This is comprised of an individual, 

recorded oral exam towards the end of your second year. The external assessment consists 
of Listening, Reading and Writing papers (each worth 25%) at the end of the course in May of 

the second year. 

 

At Higher Level students will also study two works of literature, and will have to refer to 

these in their speaking exam, but literary criticism as such is not an objective of Language B 

HL course. 

 

Oral exam in 5th term of your course.   25% 

Other exams at the start of the 6th term of your course: 

Paper 1: Writing paper  25% 

Paper 2: Listening and Reading paper 25% + 25% = 50% 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Specifically, it is often said that French is the only real “world language” since there are 

countries in every continent that use French as at least one of their languages. It is also 

traditionally the language of diplomacy. In the arts, French cinema and literature, as well as 

painting, are famous and admired all over the world. 

After this course there will be a range of opportunities open to you where you can continue 

to use and further develop your language skills and knowledge of contemporary society. Some 

students choose to do degree courses in languages; others choose to pursue a Higher 

Education course in another subject, but choose a language option alongside it.  Having a 

language at IB will certainly improve your employability, in particular with companies which 

have international branches. Whether you are interested in continuing your studies or 

working at home or abroad, a language course at IB is an excellent step towards achieving 

your goals. 

 

The IB syllabus provides a sound basis for many different career opportunities such as 

translating (UN/EU/Foreign Office), interpreting, teaching, working in any international 

environment, broadcasting, civil service, librarianship, international relations, world trade and 

international banking.  Many universities offer joint courses involving a language with a wide 

range of arts, science, law and business subjects. 
 

As you are probably already aware, fewer and fewer students of your age are studying 

languages, and by taking a language you are already placing yourself in an elite group of people 

whose linguistic skills will be highly sought after later in life.  
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Your knowledge of a language may well open doors to you in the future that are hard to 

imagine at the moment so congratulations for having made it this far and we wish you luck as 

you embark on your linguistic journey. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Coldwell 
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Spanish ab initio (SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not allowed due to this being a beginners 

course 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

The language ab initio courses are language learning courses for beginners, designed to be 

followed over two years by students who have no previous experience of learning the target 

language. The main focus of the courses is on the acquisition of the language required for 

purposes and situations usual in everyday social interaction. 

 

What will I learn on this course? 

Language ab initio courses aim to develop a variety of linguistic skills and a basic awareness of 

the culture(s) using the language, through the study of a core syllabus and language-specific 

syllabuses. 

Spanish is a language whose importance is becoming increasingly recognised because of its 

widespread use across the globe, but particularly in the countries of the South and North 

American continents. Along with Chinese and English, it is regarded as one of the key 

languages of importance in the future. 

Students are introduced to the pronunciation of Castilian Spanish, but are made aware, during 

the course, of differences of pronunciation occurring both in mainland Spain and South 
America. They are encouraged to express opinions and to justify these and are made aware 

of the cultures of Spain and the Latin American countries, and of particular dates and festivals 

relevant to these. 

The Arab occupation of the Iberian Peninsula for so many centuries in the Middle Ages 

inevitably led to a significant Arab influence on life there. It can still be seen today in the 

architecture, water management and cuisine of Spanish speaking countries and many words 

of Arab origin have remained in the language and passed into the South American continent. 

Warminster has a long tradition of welcoming students from different cultures to study here.  

Currently, in the Sixth Form Spanish group we have students from a wide variety of 

international countries, as well as the UK.  They are brought together through their study of 

the language, and gain insight into each other’s cultures. 

Language acquisition will be achieved through the development of the receptive, 

productive and interactive skills and competences. Elements of language include 

vocabulary, grammatical structures, register, pronunciation and intonation. 

Receptive skills: Students understand, both aurally and in writing, simple sentences and 

some more complex sentences relating to the five prescribed themes and related topics. They 

understand simple authentic and adapted written and audio texts and related questions in the 

target language.  

Productive skills: Students express information fairly accurately, in both writing and in 

speech, using a range of basic vocabulary and grammatical structures. They communicate 

orally and respond appropriately to most questions on the five prescribed themes and related 

topics.  
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Interactive skills: Students understand and respond clearly to some information and ideas 

within the range of the five prescribed themes and related topics. They engage in simple 

conversations. They use strategies to negotiate meaning and foster communication. 

 

Themes  

Prescribed themes  

Five prescribed themes are common to the syllabuses of language ab initio and language B; 

the themes provide relevant contexts for study at all levels of language acquisition in the DP, 

and opportunities for students to communicate about matters of personal, local or national, 

and global interest.  

The five prescribed themes are:  

• identities  

• experiences  

• human ingenuity 

 • social organization 
 • sharing the planet.  

The themes allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages 

and cultures with which they are familiar. The themes also provide opportunities for students 

to make connections to other disciplinary areas in the DP.  

Prescribed topics 

Because a structured learning environment is crucial for the success of beginning language 

learners, the language ab initio syllabus prescribes four topics for each of the five prescribed 

themes. Thus, in total there are 20 topics that must be addressed in the language ab initio 

course. Although the themes and topics are prescribed, the possible questions are suggestions 

linked to the themes and are not prescribed.  

Texts 

During the course, students will be introduced to and produce a variety of texts. In the 

context of the Language ab initio course, a text can be spoken, written or visual. For the 

purposes of Language ab initio, a visual text is one that contains an image, a series of images 

or is a film.  Teachers use and adapt authentic texts for use in the classroom and these texts 

might include advertisements, diary entries, poems, speeches, travel guides, emails, invitations, 

articles from a journal or magazine or a radio programme. 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

If you are interested in languages and communication, and you enjoy learning about other 

cultures and ways of life, then this IB course could be suitable for you, especially if you want 

to broaden your language base. For example if you have learned French for many years and 

want to try a different language, this would be your option within the IBDP framework and 

would count as your “learned language”.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Assessment component Weighting 

External assessment (2 hours 45 minutes)  

 

Paper 1 (1 hour)  

Productive skills—writing (30 marks)  

 

Two written tasks of 70–150 words each from a choice of three tasks, 

choosing a text type for each task from among those listed in the 

examination instructions. 

75% 

 

 

25% 
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Paper 2 (1 hour 45 minutes)  

 

Receptive skills—separate sections for listening and reading (65 marks)  

 

Listening comprehension (45 minutes) (25 marks)  

 

Reading comprehension (1 hour) (40 marks)  

 

Comprehension exercises on three audio passages and three written 

texts, drawn from all five themes. 

 

 

 

 

50% 

Internal assessment 

 

This component is internally assessed by the teacher and externally 

moderated by the IB at the end of the course.  

 

Individual oral assessment  

A conversation with the teacher, based on a visual stimulus and at least 

one additional course theme. (30 marks) 

25% 
 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

After the course, you might find yourself using foreign language sources for your university 

essays, giving presentations to international business partners or impressing friends with your 

intercultural knowledge and sensibility. Another language may enable you to take a year of 

your university studies abroad, and of course language students often go on to take up 

international law or language degrees.  

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Coldwell 
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Spanish B (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

7 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

The Spanish B course is designed for non-native-speaking students with 2-5 years’ previous 

experience of learning Spanish, and aims to help foreign language learners become better able 

to use that language in different contexts and for different purposes.   

The main focus of the course is on language acquisition and on the development of the 

productive and receptive skills of speaking, writing, listening and reading in the context of a 

wide range of topics related to the culture and society of Spain and other Spanish-speaking 

countries. 

Students who have already experienced learning the language at GCSE /IGCSE level, and who 

wish to continue their language studies at university or for a career, will want to study Higher 

Level.  Usually students taking Standard Level will either have found Spanish more challenging 

than those taking it at Higher Level, or will be wanting to study other subjects at university 

and therefore Spanish only needs to be Standard Level.  At Standard Level the language is 

slightly less sophisticated and the vocabulary is less extensive than at Higher Level.  

The topics studied are the same at both Standard and Higher level, including topics such as 
identities, experiences, human ingenuity, social organization and sharing the planet.  

 

What will I learn on this course? 

Intercultural understanding 

The purpose of this course is both language acquisition and intercultural awareness. Beyond 

understanding and using the language in many different contexts, you will develop your 

intercultural understanding and acquire a great set of transferable skills, such as learning to 

work with complex (linguistic) systems and understanding the power of language.  

Through the study of texts and social interaction, you will increase your awareness and 

appreciation of the different perspectives of people from other cultures. Getting to know 

other languages and cultures also unlocks new perspectives beyond your own. The skills you 

pick up will open doors to further study and work opportunities. Language skills are highly 

sought after both by universities and employers and are a great asset in fields ranging from 

Arts to Law, from Business to Science, from History to Engineering.  

After the course, you might find yourself using foreign language sources for your university 

essays, giving presentations to international business partners or impressing friends with your 

intercultural knowledge and sensibility. Previous students have studied abroad, and some have 

gone on to take up international law or language degrees.  

Conceptual understanding is key to IB language B as you will be asked to consider five 

concepts throughout the course: Audience, Context, Purpose, Meaning and Variation. You 

will learn to recognise how these concepts shape any written and/or spoken piece, and 

demonstrate your understanding of different concepts when determining the overall purpose 

of a text, for example, or choosing a text type to respond to a written production prompt.   
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What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

If you are taking the full Diploma Programme, you have to study a “Language B (learned 

language)”.  If you are interested in languages and communication, and you enjoy learning 

about other cultures and ways of life, then this IB course could be suitable for you. Similarly, 

if you are interested in the business world, in travel or tourism, in literature, or in journalism 

and the media, then you are also likely to find the course appropriate. There is a number of 

options in the course where you can choose your topic or question to suit your interests. 

You will also develop your analytical skills. Whether you want to use languages for work, for 

further study, training, or for leisure, this course will equip you with the necessary skills and 

knowledge.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Students will be assessed both internally and externally. At both Higher and Standard Level, 

the internal assessment represents 25% of the final mark. This is comprised of an individual, 

recorded oral exam towards the end of your second year. The external assessment consists 
of Listening, Reading and Writing papers (each worth 25%) at the end of the course in May of 

your second year. 

 

At Higher Level students will also study two works of literature, and will have to refer to 

these in their speaking exam, but literary criticism as such is not an objective of Language B 

HL course. 

 

Oral exam in 5th term of your course.   25% 

Other exams at the start of the 6th term of your course: 

Paper 1: Writing paper  25% 

Paper 2: Listening and Reading paper 25% + 25% = 50% 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Specifically, Spanish is a world language and Spanish-speaking countries (of which areas of the 

United States form a part) are increasingly important for world trade, the financial system and 

international relations. 

There will be a range of opportunities open to you where you can continue to use and further 

develop your language skills and knowledge of contemporary society. Some students choose 

to do degree courses in languages; others choose to pursue a Higher Education course in 

another subject, but choose a language option alongside it.  Having a language at IB will 

certainly improve your employability, in particular with companies which have international 

branches. Whether you are interested in continuing your studies or working at home or 

abroad, a language course at IB is an excellent step towards achieving your goals. 

 

The IB syllabus provides a sound basis for many different career opportunities such as 

translating (UN/EU/Foreign Office), interpreting, teaching, working in any international 

environment, broadcasting, civil service, librarianship, international relations, world trade and 

international banking.  Many universities offer joint courses involving a modern language with 

a wide range of arts, science, law and business subjects. 

 

As you are probably already aware, fewer and fewer students of your age are studying 

languages, and by taking a language you are already placing yourself in an elite group of people 

whose linguistic skills will be highly sought after later in life.  
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Your knowledge of a language may well open doors to you in the future that are hard to 

imagine at the moment so congratulations for having made it this far and we wish you luck as 

you embark on your linguistic journey. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Coldwell 
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English Language B (HL)  
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not essential  

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

The main focus of the course is on language acquisition and on the development of the 

productive and receptive skills of speaking, writing, listening and reading in the context of a 

wide range of topics related to the culture and society of England and the very many other 

English-speaking countries. Usually students taking Standard Level will either have found 

English more challenging than those taking it at Higher Level, or will be wanting to study other 

subjects at university and therefore English only needs to be Standard Level. At Standard Level 

the language is slightly less sophisticated and the vocabulary is less extensive than at Higher 

Level. The topics studied are the same at both Standard and Higher level, including topics such 

as identities, experiences, human ingenuity, social organization and sharing the planet. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

The purpose of this course is both language acquisition and intercultural awareness. Beyond 

understanding and using the language in many different contexts, you will develop your 

intercultural understanding and acquire a great set of transferable skills, such as learning to 

work with complex (linguistic) systems. Through the study of texts and social interaction, you 
will increase your awareness and appreciation of the different perspectives of people from 

other cultures. Getting to know other languages and cultures also unlocks new perspectives 

beyond your own. Conceptual understanding is key to IB language B as you will be asked to 

consider five concepts throughout the course: Audience, Context, Purpose, Meaning and 

Variation. You will learn to recognise how these concepts shape any written and/or spoken 

piece, and demonstrate your understanding of different concepts when determining the 

overall purpose of a text, for example, or choosing a text type to respond to a written 

production prompt. 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

The English B course is designed for non-native-speaking students with 2-5 years’ previous 

experience of learning English, and aims to help foreign language learners become better able 

to use that language in different contexts and for different purposes.  

Students who have already experienced learning the language at GCSE /IGCSE level, and who 

wish to continue their language studies at university or for a career, will want to study Higher 

Level.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Assessment: Students will be assessed both internally and externally. At both Higher and 

Standard Level, the internal assessment represents 25% of the final mark. This is comprised 

of an end of course individual oral. The external assessment consists of Listening, Reading and 

Writing papers at the end of the course (each worth 25%) At Higher Level students will also 

study two works of literature, and will have to refer to these in their speaking exam, but 

literary criticism as such is not an objective of Language B HL course. Oral exam in 5th term 
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of your course. 25% Other exams at the start of the 6th term of your course: Paper 1: Writing 

paper 25% Paper 2: Listening and Reading paper 25% + 25% = 50% 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

The skills you pick up will open doors to further study and work opportunities. Language skills 

are highly sought after both by universities and employers and are a great asset in fields ranging 

from Arts to Law, from Business to Science, from History to Engineering. After the course, 

you might find yourself using foreign language sources for your university essays, giving 

presentations to international business partners or impressing friends with your intercultural 

knowledge and sensibility. Previous students have studied abroad, and some have gone on to 

take up international law or language degrees. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Miss Croot  
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Economics (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

English Grade 6 

Maths Grade 6 (if taking Higher Level) 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

You do not need to know anything particular about Economics before taking IB Economics 

but there is a need for students to be able to write extended responses and deal with 

information, both written and numerical.  

 

What will I learn on this A level course? 

Economics is essentially the study of the allocation of scarce resources.  The basics of the 

price mechanism for allocation of resources is taught in microeconomics, as are the limitations 

of the market structure.  In macroeconomics, the broad picture of the economy is explored: 

concepts such as inflation, unemployment, economic growth and the balance of payments.  

Methods of managing the macroeconomy are reviewed and compared.  Of increasing 

importance is the exploration of global economics, looking at methods different countries 

might use to achieve sustainable economic growth and the potential problems with such 

strategies.  

 
Economists use models to explain and analyse problems and events. Students will learn about 

different models and how to apply those models.  

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

It is more important that pupils have an active interest in how the world works and in current 

affairs and economic events than any particular qualifications.  

However, there is a need for pupils to be able to write extended analytical and evaluative 

answers to various questions, drawing on and using what they have learned during the course. 

There is also numerical skills needed, particularly at Higher Level.  

IB Economics is suitable for students who are independent and enquiring thinkers. Economics 

is a discipline that involves intelligent discussion and students need to be able to consider 

different views and ideas while also being prepared to justify their own views.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Higher Level Assessment 

- Three examinations in May of the second year (80%) 

- Internal Assessment: Portfolio of three commentaries on up to date economic news 

articles which must be selected by the student and written unaided (20%) 

Standard Level Assessment 

- Two examinations in May of the second year (70%) 

- Internal Assessment: Portfolio of three commentaries on up to date economic news 

articles which must be selected by the student and written unaided (30%) 
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What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Economics is a subject which is highly regarded by universities and employers alike.  It fits well 

into the IB diploma, providing many opportunities for the cross-curricular extended essay and 

giving students a balanced perspective at this level in their education.  A Standard or Higher 

Level qualification in Economics should provide students with the skills and experience which 

enable them to make a positive contribution to society in the future and analyse the constantly 

changing economic environment in which we live.  Economics has never been more popular 

as a discipline. 

 

NB – Should you, at this stage, want to read a pure Economics course at University it would 

be advisable to opt for Higher Level Mathematics 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Adam Jacob 
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Geography (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

5 (If taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a certain 

grade to access this subject? 

English 4 

Maths 4 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

A GCSE in Geography will equip you with the desired subject knowledge as a starting point 

for A Level. An interest and understanding of global issues such as climate change, geopolitics, 

population growth, the global economic system and changes in industry would be beneficial 

too. The examinations are a mix of short answer responses and essay based so an ability to 

write extended evidence based answers is essential.  

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

The main focus of both the Higher and Standard Level of the programme is for students to 

investigate, discover and understand the diversity of the human condition in terms of 

population, location, distribution and economic situation. There is opportunity for students 

to study the natural environment and its management for the betterment of mankind on a 

local, regional, national and international scale. 

The course options will enable students to understand and appreciate the link between the 

economies of different countries and their level of development and social conditions. This 

will cast light on the part we, as a developed, capitalist, consumer society, play in the ‘global 

supermarket’. 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

Geography students tend to be problem solvers, enquirers, able to judge opinion and facts 

and be able to be self-managing in respect of fieldwork and coursework.  Critical thinking and 

an ability to challenge long held beliefs is also key. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

 

Paper 1: Geographical themes (SL/HL) 

Two options are required at SL. 

Three options are required at HL. 

A. Freshwater—issues and conflicts 

B. Oceans and their coastal margins 

C. Geophysical hazards 

 

Paper 2: Core theme—patterns and change (SL/HL) 

There are four compulsory topics in this core theme: 

1. Populations distribution 

2. Global Climate 

3. Global resource consumption 
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Paper 3: HL extension—global interactions (HL only) 

There are seven compulsory topics in the HL extension: 

1. Power, places and networks 

2. Human development 

3. Global risks and resilience 

Internal Assessment- a written report based on fieldwork. 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Geography A level can lead you to a range of geo- related university courses such as geography 

and Geology and Geo-Sciences. Because of the nature of the content and the scientific and 

mathematic elements of the course, some universities accept geography as a third science for 

medical degrees. 

 

If university is not your chosen path, geography A level can help you into careers working 

with land planning, local governance and cartographic institutions.  
 

For further information on this subject please speak to Harry Phillips 
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History (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not essential  

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

If GCSE History has not been pursued, 

English at Grade 6 is essential.  

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

English at Grade 6 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 
• You need a strong grade in English GCSE and good language skills. 

• You always need an enquiring mind and an interest in the past, current affairs and politics. 

• You will be expected to write at length, read extensively and be able to research independently. 

 

What will I learn on this IB History course? 

IB History is provided at both Standard and Higher Level and examines the following topics: 

 

Standard and Higher Level 

Prescribed Subject Case Studies: Rights and Protest  
• The Civil Rights Movement in the USA, 1954-1965 

• Apartheid in South Africa, 1948-1964 

 

World History Topics:  

Causes and effects of 20th Century wars 
• Different types and nature of 20th century warfare: civil, guerilla, limited war and total war. 

• Origins and causes of war: Long-term, short-term and immediate causes; economic, 

ideological, political, religious causes. 

• Effects and results of war: peace settlements and wars ending with treaties; attempts at 

collective security; political repercussions and territorial changes; post-war problems 

• 20th Century Wars to be studied: The Spanish Civil War, 1936-39; The Chinese Civil War, 1927-

37 and 1946-49; The Second World War, 1939-1945; The Falkland / Malvinas War, 1982 

 

20th Century Authoritarian States 
• Origins and nature of authoritarian and single-party states; conditions that produced them; 

emergence of leaders: aims, ideology and support. 

• Totalitarianism: the aim and extent to which it was achieved 
• Establishment of authoritarian and single-party states: methods: force, legal; form of 

government, (left and right wing ideology); nature, extent and treatment of opposition. 

• Domestic policies and impact: structure and organisation of government and administration; 

political, economic, social and religious policies; role of education, the arts, the media, 

propaganda; status of women, treatment of religious groups and minorities. 

• 20th Century Authoritarian States to be studied: Hitler’s Germany, 1933-1945; The USSR under 

Lenin and Stalin, 1917-1953; Castro’s Cuba, 1959-2008, Spain under Franco, 1939-1975 

 

Internal Assessment: The Historical Investigation 

This is a problem-solving activity where you will need to demonstrate the application of your 

skills and knowledge to an area which interests you.  It must be an agreed genuine historical 

topic and need not be connected to other areas of the course. The emphasis will be on a 

specific historical inquiry tied to classroom activities which enable you to develop the skills of 

the historian, such as making sense of source material and managing conflicting interpretations. 

You will be expected to produce a written account of 2,200 words. 
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Higher Level Only 

History of Europe 

Students are expected to study a period of approximately 100 years in depth.  

Topics include: 
➢ Imperial Russia and Revolution, 1855-1917 

➢ Europe and the First World War, 1871–1918 

➢ Inter-war domestic developments in European states, 1918–1939 

 
What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

The course will appeal to students who: 
• Have an interest in the way that the world has developed through the ages 

• Enjoy investigation and discovery 

• Enjoy debate, argument and analysis 

• Want to keep their options open.  History is universally regarded as a highly respected, 

academic subject, which provides a strong basis for a wide range of higher education and 

career choices. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

• Standard Level pupils will sit two examinations, Paper 1 (1hr) and Paper 2 (1hr 30mins) and 

submit their Internal Assessment. 

• Higher Level pupils will sit three examinations, Paper 1 (1hr), Paper 2 (1hr 30mins) and Paper 

3 (2hrs 30 mins), and submit their Internal Assessment. 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Students who study IB History have access to a wide range of career and higher education 

opportunities.  The skills that History teaches are greatly valued by employers, universities 

and colleges. History provides an excellent foundation for a number of popular careers 

including journalism, law and business. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs J. Walker 
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Psychology (HL/SL) 

 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

No 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

NA 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

Preferably Biology and Mathematics at 

grade 5 or above 

 

The IB Diploma Programme psychology course is the systematic study of behaviour and 

mental processes. 

 

Since the psychology course examines the interaction of biological, cognitive and sociocultural 

influences on human behaviour, it is well placed in group 3, individuals and societies. 

Students undertaking the course can expect to develop an understanding of how psychological 

knowledge is generated, developed and applied. This will allow them to have a greater 

understanding of themselves and appreciate the diversity of human behaviour.  

 

The holistic approach reflected in the curriculum, which sees biological, cognitive and 

sociocultural analysis being taught in an integrated way ensures that students are able to 

develop an understanding of what all humans share, as well as the immense diversity of 

influences on human behaviour and mental processes. The ethical concerns raised by the 

methodology and application of psychological research are also key considerations of the IB 

psychology course. 

 

More details on the course and assessment models can be found on this link: 

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/psychology-sl-hl-

2019-en.pdf 

 

 

  

https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/psychology-sl-hl-2019-en.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/5895a05412144fe890312bad52b17044/psychology-sl-hl-2019-en.pdf
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Biology (HL/SL) 

 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

Grade 6 (If taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

A Mathematics qualification is valuable 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

 

We recommend that you start the course with at least a grade 6 in GCSE Biology, or in an 

equivalent qualification.  You should also have at least a grade 4 in GCSE Mathematics, as 

numerical and mathematical skills are important and examined in Biology. You will need to be 

able to communicate effectively, be able to plan and carry out research and think critically 

about problems. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

 

The IB [International Baccalaureate] Biology Diploma course focuses on developing key 

knowledge and understanding in the concepts and skills of the biological sciences. In particular 

Pupils will have the opportunity to develop a broad understanding of the subject, with the 

following underlying biological themes: 
• The relationship between structure and function 

• The balance between universal features and biological diversity 

• The concept of evolution leading to diversity and adaptation 

 

Biology is a fascinating subject and great to lean about, but there is more to it than that.  In 

Biology you will develop practical skills by planning experiments, collecting data, analysing 

experimental results and making conclusions. You will also learn how scientific models are 

developed and the applications and implications of Biology.  

 

Everyone will study the following topics (these are the Standard level topics): 

 

Cells 

Biochemistry 

Conservation 

Ecology  

Evolution 

Genetics 

Human health and physiology 

 

If you intend to study Biology at Higher level then you will study the following topics in 
addition to those above: 

 

Nucleic acids 

Cell respiration and photosynthesis 

Kidney structure and function 

Meiosis and gene linkage 
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Muscles and movement 

Nucleic acids and proteins 

Plant science 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

 

Biology at IB level is suitable if you: 

• have an interest in, and enjoy Biology and want to find out about how things work in the 

biological world by application of imaginative, logical thinking. 

• want to use Biology to progress onto further studies in Higher Education or support 

other qualifications or enter Biology-based employment. 

• are studying other relevant courses such as Chemistry, Geography or Psychology and 

want to take another course that will support those studies. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

 

This pattern of assessment is common to both higher level and standard level. 

 

Paper 1  Multiple choice questions 

Paper 2  Data analysis, then a choice of longer questions 

Paper 3  Longer questions on Ecology 

Practical  An individual investigation chosen by the pupil 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Dr Mark Martin 
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Chemistry (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

Grade 6 Desirable 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

Grade 5 in Mathematics desirable 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

Past experience shows that students will be able to study a group 4 science subject at SL 

successfully with no background in, or previous knowledge of, science. Their approach to 

learning, characterized by the IB learner profile attributes, will be significant here. 

However, for most students considering the study of a group 4 subject at HL some previous 

exposure to formal science education is necessary. Chemistry is an experimental science that 

combines academic study with the acquisition of practical and investigational skills. It is often 

called the central science, as chemical principles underpin both the physical environment in 

which we live and all biological systems. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

The core topics are: Stoichiometry, Atomic theory, Periodicity, Bonding, Energetics, Kinetics, 

Equilibrium, Acids and bases, Oxidation and reduction and Organic chemistry. The more 

detailed Higher Level work, based on the same topics, will be incorporated and assessed as 

and when it’s appropriate.   

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

The profile aims to develop learners who are: 

• Inquirers 
• Knowledgeable 

• Thinkers 

• Communicators 

• Principled 

• Open-minded 

• Caring 

• Risk-takers 

• Balanced 

• Reflective  

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

The external assessment consists of three papers.  

Paper 1 is comprised of multiple-choice questions. These are designed to be short, one or 

two-stage problems. No calculator is allowed in this paper but students will be provided with 

a periodic table. 

Paper 2 consists of short-answer and extended response questions - all compulsory. Students 

are allowed to use a calculator and a data book is provided. 

Both papers 1 and 2 will test the knowledge of the core (Higher Level material for Higher 

Level students and the core material only for the Standard Level students).   
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Paper 3 consists of two sections as follows, Section A: One data-based question, and several 

short-answer questions on experimental work (the experimental design question) & Section 

B: short-answer and extended-response questions on one option. Students are allowed to 

use a calculator and a data book is provided. 

Students will be expected to carry out a number of compulsory class practicals, which will be 

assessed in the written papers, as part of their external exams. The students will also carry 

one major project style investigation, which will be internally assessed and marks sent to the 

IB exam board, as it will count towards their overall grade.  

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Apart from being a subject worthy of study in its own right, chemistry is a prerequisite for 

many other courses in higher education, such as medicine, biological science and 

environmental science, and serves as useful preparation for employment. 

For further information on this subject please speak to Kate Langdown 
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Physics (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

GCSE grade 6 in physics 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

GCSE grade 6 in mathematics 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

An ability to communicate effectively is vital as you will need to be able to present your 

experimental work with accuracy both verbally and in written form, carry out research 

independently and think critically about problems.   

 

What will I learn on this course? 

The Physics course places a strong emphasis on practical investigation to enhance 

development of scientific procedure, stimulate interest and integrate many aspects of the 

Theory Of Knowledge (TOK) and the Nature Of Science (NOS). The syllabus for the Physics 

course is divided into three parts: the Standard Level Core, the Additional Higher Level 

material and the option subjects. Students study the Standard Level topics and, if taking Physics 

at Higher Level, extend their study with additional topics from the Higher Level syllabus.   

Topic 1:  At Standard Level all students study physical measurement including measurement 

and uncertainties, vectors and scalars. 

Topic 2:  This topic features mechanics, specifically: kinematics; forces and dynamics; work, 

energy and power; and momentum and impulse.  Additional Higher Level work features the 
study of parts of Topic 10, encompassing fields and fields at work. 

Topic 3: In this topic the kinetic model of the ideal gas is studied as well as internal energy, 

specific heat capacity and specific latent heat. It includes consideration of thermal concepts 

and thermal properties of matter.   

Topic 4: This introduces waves, with the study of the kinematics of simple harmonic motion 

(SHM), energy changes during simple harmonic motion (SHM), forced oscillations and 

resonance, wave characteristics and wave properties.  This is extended at Higher Level with  

Topic 5: The study of electric currents includes electric potential difference, current and 

resistance and electric circuits.  At Higher Level this is extended through Topic 11, with 

consideration of electromagnetic induction, induced electromotive force (emf), alternating 

current, the transmission of electrical power and capacitance. 

Topic 6: Circular motion and gravitation is examined, including gravitational force and fields, 

and the forces involved when bodies perform circular motion.  Topic 10 (Higher Level only) 

features the study of motion in fields by looking at gravitational field potential and energy, and 

electric field potential and energy. 

Topic 7: Atomic and nuclear physics looks at the historical background of atomic modelling 

and the current ideas about the atom, radioactive decay, nuclear reactions, fission and fusion.  

This is extended at Higher Level in Topic 12 through the study of quantum physics and the 

interaction of matter with radiation.  

Topic 8: This examines energy production, looking at topical issues and the science behind 

energy degradation and power generation, world energy sources, fossil fuel power 

production, non-fossil fuel power production and the greenhouse effect. 

Topic 9, which includes wave phenomena featuring the study of standing (stationary) waves, 

the Doppler effect, diffraction, resolution and polarization. 
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What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

IB Physics is suitable if you: 

• have curiosity, determination and an enthusiasm for physics; 

• have a willingness to give things a go, make mistakes and try again; 

• want to find out about how things work and enjoy solving problems; and 

• enjoy carrying out investigations by the application of imaginative, logical thinking. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 
External assessment for Higher Level 

Three written papers covering material on the Core and Higher Level syllabi. 

Paper 1 (1hr)  40 multiple choice questions, with a 20% weighting 

Paper 2 (2 ¼ hrs) Short answer and extended-response questions on the Core and AHL 

material, with a 36% weighting 

Paper 3 (1 ¼ hrs) Section A:  one data-based question and several short-answer questions 

on experimental work; and Section B: one extended response 

questions from one option, together with a 24% weighting 
 

External assessment for Standard Level 

Three written papers covering material on the Core syllabus only. 

Paper 1 (3/4 hr)             30 multiple choice questions, with a 20% weighting 

Paper 2 (1 ¼ hrs) Short answer and extended-response questions on the core and AHL 

material, with a 36% weighting 

Paper 3 (1 hr) Section A:  one data-based question and several short-answer questions 

on experimental work; and Section B: one extended response 

questions from one option, together with a 24% weighting 
 

Internal assessment 

Practical skills will be assessed in two different ways: the internally assessed (and externally 

moderated) investigation; and the externally assessed question on Paper 3 on a list of 

prescribed practicals. The investigation is a 10 hour, 6 to 12-page scientific paper on some 

aspect of Physics that interests you. It accounts for 20% of the final grade. The investigation 

could take the form of a traditional lab report but can also be based on simulations, 

databases or other forms of modelling.  

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Physics can provide a pathway to a huge number of careers, from engineering, to medicine, 

architecture, IT, business, finance, research, communications and many more.  The problem-

solving and analytical skills of a physicist are highly prized in many fields. 

 

Physics provides a foundation for a vast array of Higher and Further Education courses. For 

example, studying physics could support a move on to further studies including a BTEC or a 

degree course such as: physics or the other sciences; veterinary medicine; medicine; 

midwifery; architecture; ecology; meteorology; metrology; nanotechnology; space 

exploration; and all types of engineering amongst many, many others.   

 

For further information on this subject, or the opportunities that it offers, please speak to the 

Head of Physics, Mr Moxham. 
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Mathematics (Analysis and Approaches, HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

8 or higher for HL  

6 or higher at SL 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

You must be confident at algebraic manipulation such as expanding brackets, factorising, 

solving quadratic equations, plotting quadratic graphs and solving linear inequalities. The ability 

to problem solve and structure your working is essential.  

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

The Analysis and Approaches vein of IB Mathematics focusses on the algebraic and structured 

elements of mathematics, such as Differential equations, Calculus and Vector algebra. You will 

study a range of topics organised to prepare you for university courses that feature 

Mathematics heavily. You will need the HL course if you plan to study Mathematics at 

university. 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

The Analysis and Approaches course would suit a student for whom mathematics comes 

naturally. You will need a strong knowledge of algebra and number to successfully complete 

the course. 
 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Paper 1 – Non-Calculator (90 minutes for SL and 120 minutes for HL) 

Paper 2 – Calculator (90 minutes for SL and 120 minutes for HL) 

Paper 3 – Calculator (60 minutes HL ONLY) 

Internal Assessment – 20% 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Higher Education courses or careers that either require IB Mathematics: Analysis and 

Approaches or are strongly related include: Economics, Accountancy, Computing, Medicine, 

Teaching, Information Technology, Architecture, Psychology, Environmental Studies and 

Engineering. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mr Hill. 
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Mathematics (Applications and Interpretations. HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

A GCSE grade at Level 8 or higher for HL 

and Level 5 or higher at SL 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

For HL, you must be confident at algebraic manipulation such as expanding brackets, 

factorising, solving quadratic equations, plotting quadratic graphs and solving linear 

inequalities. The ability to problem solve and structure your working is essential.  

For SL, you should be comfortable with solving simple linear equations, linear factorisation 

and working with numbers. You are permitted to use a calculator for each paper. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

The Applications and Interpretations vein of IB Mathematics focusses on the applications of 

mathematical skills; statistics and mechanics feature heavily throughout the course. You will 

learn matrix algebra and how to apply mathematics to real-world situations and problems. 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

The Applications and Interpretations course at HL is designed for students wanting to study 

Engineering at university. The SL course is for those interested in finance, Business or 

Economics. 
 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Paper 1 – Calculator (90 minutes for SL and 120 minutes for HL) 

Paper 2 – Calculator (90 minutes for SL and 120 minutes for HL) 

Paper 3 – Calculator (60 minutes HL ONLY) 

Internal Assessment – 20% 

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Higher Education courses or careers that either require IB Mathematics: Applications and 

Interpretations or are strongly related include: Economics, Accountancy, Computing, 

Medicine, Teaching, Information Technology, Architecture, Psychology, Environmental Studies 

and Engineering. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mr Hill. 
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Visual Arts (HL/SL) 
 

Do I need a GCSE to study this subject?  Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I be aiming 

for to study this subject?  

6 (If taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a certain grade to 

access this subject? 

No 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 
 

• The best foundation for success in IB Visual Arts is a good grade at GCSE or equivalent. 

• An aptitude for the subject - if you are creative or good at drawing you should have the 

basic skills to succeed. 

• IB Visual Arts is not easy option and you should be prepared to work hard at developing 

your abilities. 

• You should have an understanding of the basic elements of art - colour, tone, form etc, 

and also some understanding of the place art, craft and design in the world - its history 

and its purpose. 

• Above all you should have an understanding of art and the determination to develop that 

interest. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

 

The aims of the arts subjects are to enable pupils to:  

• Enjoy lifelong engagement with the arts  

• Become informed, reflective and critical practitioners in the arts  

• Understand the dynamic and changing nature of the arts  

• Explore and value the diversity of the arts across time, place and cultures  

• Express ideas with confidence and competence  

• Develop perceptual and analytical skills.  

 

In addition, the aims of the Visual Arts course at SL and HL are to enable pupils to:  

• Make artwork that is influenced by personal and cultural contexts  

• Become informed and critical observers and makers of visual culture and media  

• Develop skills, techniques and processes in order to communicate concepts and ideas.  

 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

 

• Students who wish to undertake further studies in art, craft and design, usually at Art 

College or in Further Education. 
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• Students who are looking to take up careers for which an art background is relevant.  

These might include advertising, publishing, architecture, museums, theatre or art gallery 

work. 

• Students who have an interest in and aptitude for the subject, but who do not intend to 

take the subject beyond the IB Diploma. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

 

Part 1: Comparative study 20% 

Pupils analyse and compare different artworks by different artists. This independent critical 

and contextual investigation explores artworks, objects and artefacts from differing cultural 

contexts.  

 

Part 2: Process portfolio 40% 

Pupils submit carefully selected materials which evidence their experimentation, exploration, 

manipulation and refinement of a variety of visual arts activities during the two-year course.  

 

Part 3: Exhibition 40% 

Pupils submit for assessment a selection of resolved artworks from their exhibition. The 

selected pieces should show evidence of their technical accomplishment during the visual arts 

course and an understanding of the use of materials, ideas and practices appropriate to visual 

communication.  

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

 

There are many careers in art, craft and design.  Most of these require further study at an Art 

School, Further Education College or University.  Most students do a one year Foundation 

course at an Art College before applying to degree courses in more specialist areas of Art 

and Design. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Mrs Louisa Clayton, Head of Art. 
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Theatre (HL/SL) 
Do I need a GCSE to study this subject? Not Essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I be 

aiming for to study this subject? 

6 (If taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a certain 

grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

You will need skills in two different areas: practical and theoretical. Not only do you need to 

enjoy reading, and be able to write essays, but you also need a commitment to live theatre 

and a capacity to work collaboratively, with your class-mates, on the practical elements of the 

course. 

 

What will I learn on this IB course? 

This qualification emphasises practical creativity alongside research and theoretical 

understanding. 

Students learn through experience, seeing theatre and making theatre for themselves. 

Students are introduced to a wide range of theatrical styles and contexts as they explore plays 

practically, devise and work on performances. 

Students are required approach their study from the perspective of the Creator, designer, 

director, performer. 

 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

Someone who enjoys going to the theatre and creating, researching and discovering 

independently. Someone who is interested in world traditions, theatre history and working 

collaboratively. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

Task 1:  Solo theatre piece (HL only).  Students research a theatre theorist they have 

not previously studied, identify an aspect(s) of their theory and create and present a solo 

theatre piece (4–8 minutes) based on this aspect(s) of theory. Each student submits for 
assessment: 

• a report (3,000 words maximum) 

• a continuous, unedited video recording of the whole solo theatre piece (4–8 minutes) 

Task 2:  Director’s notebook.  Students choose a published play text they have not 

previously studied and develop ideas regarding how it could be staged for an audience. Each 

student submits for assessment: 

• a director’s notebook (20 pages maximum), which includes the student’s presentation 

of his or her final directorial intentions and the intended impact of these on an 

audience 

• a list of all sources cited. 

Task 3:  Research presentation.  Students plan and deliver an individual presentation (15 

minutes maximum) to their peers in which they outline and physically demonstrate their 

research into a convention of a theatre tradition they have not previously studied. Each 

student submits for assessment: 

• a continuous, unedited video recording of the live presentation (15 minutes maximum) 
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• a list of all sources cited and any additional resources used by the student during the 

presentation that are not clearly seen within the video recording. 

Task 4:  Collaborative project. Students collaboratively create and present an original 

piece of theatre (lasting 13–15 minutes) for and to a specified target audience, created from 
a starting point of their choice. Each student submits for assessment: 

• a process portfolio (15 pages maximum) 

• a video recording (4 minutes maximum) evidencing the student’s contribution to the 

presentation of the collaboratively created piece. The selected footage must be chosen 

by the student and must demonstrate specific theatre-maker choices made by the 

student 

• a list of all sources cited. 

 What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Students who study this course will enhance their skills in creative thinking, teamwork, analysis 

and presentation skills.  Business enjoys the students who have taken Drama as they are often 

creative and unusual thinkers. It is also a good subject to study if you wish to go in to law. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Rosalind Johnson 
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Cambridge Technical Level 3 Extended Certificate in 

Business 

Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Not essential 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

Grade 4 (if taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

Mathematics Grade 4 

English Grade 4 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

It is not a requirement that you should have studied Business at GCSE level in order to take 

a Level 3 Cambridge Technical Extended Certificate in Business.  It is more important that 

you have a strong interest in business and current affairs and want to learn how a business is 

organised, operates, plans and makes its decisions. 

 

NB – The level of mathematical ability and written English ability is recommended to be at 

least grade 4/C for GCSE.  

 

Pupils need to be able to work independently (but supported) and work to deadlines.  

 

What will I learn on this course? 

• The dynamic, competitive, uncertain and frequently hostile environment in which 

businesses operate 

• How businesses adapt to their internal and external environment 

• Different types of business structures 

• How the ownership of business and its objectives are interrelated 

• The importance of different business functions and how they work together 

• The internal workings and management of organisations 

• How a range of people and organisations including customers, managers, creditors, 

owner/shareholders and employees can influence business behaviour 

• How to develop a critical understanding of organisations, the markets they serve and 

the process of adding value 

• The importance of the customer experience and how businesses communicate with 

customers 

• The importance of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty 

• Techniques to analyse and potentially solve business problems 

 

Over the two years of the course, pupils will study and be assessed on the following:  

Mandatory units:  

• The Business Environment 

• Working in Business 

• Customers and Communication 

2 optional units from: Business Decisions  

• Marketing and Market Research  
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• Introduction to Human Resources 

• Accounting Concepts 

• Principles of Project Management 

• Responsible Business Practices 

• International Business 

• Business Events 

• Being Entrepreneurial – Evaluating Viable Opportunities 

What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

This course will appeal to those students who: 

• Have an interest in current affairs and the business world 

• Have an interest in how a business operates 

• Enjoy studying a subject that is relevant to their own lives and experiences 

• Would like to explore a subject that offers opportunities for the further study of the 

subject at undergraduate level 

• Would like to learn how to make business decisions and solve business problems 

• Pupils who perform well in coursework as well as exams will do well in this course.  

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 
Pupils will take at least 2 examination papers with a 3rd exam possible (although unlikely), 

depending which optional units they study.  They are required to carry out research into real 

businesses in preparation for the exams. There is the opportunity to resit each exam once.  

 

Pupils will have opportunities to practise each of the different types of questions.  

 

Pupils will have to complete assignments for the internally assessed units (likely to be 3 units).  

 

What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

Students with a Cambridge Technical Business qualification have access to a wide range of 

possible career and higher education opportunities.  Many students will go on to study the 

subject or related subject at undergraduate level.  Alternatively, you can start a career in 

business armed with an excellent knowledge of how businesses operate.  In particular, you 

will have a head start in careers within accountancy, marketing, sales and human resources. 

For further information on this subject please speak to Adam Jacob 
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Cambridge Technical Level 3 Extended Certificate in Sport 

and Physical Activity 
Do I need a GCSE to study this 

subject? 

Desirable 

What minimum GCSE grade should I 

be aiming for to study this subject? 

5 (If taken) 

Do I need any other GCSEs at a 

certain grade to access this subject? 

 

 

What do I need to know or be able to do before taking this course? 

To study the Cambridge Technical extended certificate in sport and physical activity, it would 

be advantageous to have previously studied GCSE PE and have some interest/ prior sporting 

experience. 

 

What will I learn on this Cambridge technical course? 

The course explores sport and physical activity through a number of different lenses and lends 

itself to the independent style of learning found in most higher education pathways. The 

course consists of three mandatory units: 

Unit 1  

● Students will explore the structures and functions of the key body systems, how these 

support and impact performance in sport and physical activity, and the effects that 

physical activity, training and lifestyle can have on them.  

Unit 2  

● This unit will give students an understanding behind the theory of what makes good 

sports coaches and activity leaders and methods that can be employed to improve the 

performance of sports participants. The main part of the unit is related to the student 

developing the skills and understanding necessary to effectively plan and deliver a series 

of sports or activity sessions. 

Unit 3  

● Students will explore the organisations involved in sport in the UK, their roles and 

responsibilities and how they work together.  

 

Optional units; which will be chosen each year to compliment the cohort and their interests 

are listed below: 

● Working Safely in Sport, Exercise, 

Health and Leisure 

● Group Exercise to Music 

● Improving Fitness for Sport and 

Physical Activity 

● Performance analysis in sport and 

exercise 

● Organisation of sports events 

● Biomechanics and movement 

analysis 

● Physical activity for specific groups 

● Nutrition and diet for sport and 

exercise 

● Health and Fitness Testing for 

Sport and Exercise 

● Sports injuries and rehabilitation 

● Practical skills in sport and physical 

activities 

● Working in Active Leisure Facilities 

● Sport and exercise psychology 

● Sport and exercise sociology 

● The Business of Sport
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What kind of student is this course suitable for? 

This course would complement individuals who have a real passion for sport and Physical 

education and have interests in sport performance and sport participation. Unlike the A level 

alternative, the Cambridge Technical is tailored to the cohort and can facilitate their own 

interests and aspirations in sport. 

 

What assessments will I have to take to get my qualification? 

The Cambridge Technical varies its assessment methods from unit to unit. Students will sit 

externally assessed exams in units one and three. Unit two will be internally assessed through 

coursework. Internally assessed content can be done using various modalities, ranging from 

interviews and presentations to written reports. Optional units vary in their modes of 

assessment, please contact the Head of Academic PE (Sam Loud - 

sloud@warminsterschool.org.uk) for more information regarding specific units and 

assessments. 

 
What could I go on to do at the end of my course? 

The Cambridge Technical lends itself to life beyond school. Many students go onto further 

education, many onto sport related courses but not exclusively. The independent learning 

style adopted by students on the Cam Tech course is highly transferable to higher education. 

Other avenues for Cam Tech sport students include apprenticeships and going into the 

working world. 

 

For further information on this subject please speak to Sam Loud 

(sloud@warminsterschool.org.uk) 

 

mailto:sloud@warminsterschool.org.uk

